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1. Introduction
Study the Sun! Why study the Sun? Well, it has a lot to do with us! Of all the objects
outside the Earth, the Sun has by far the greatest influence on us. All stars are beautiful, and
their study has ever been very useful and satisfactory; the study of the Sun may also be
undertaken for the sake of a better understanding of nature and delight in its marvelous
variety, order and beauty. But looking at the Sun may also be of great practical importance;
the more so in these days in which we depend more on delicate electronics and venture out
of the Earth’s protective ozone layer and magnetic field.
During the last few decades we have become aware of the hazards included in the SunEarth interaction. Particularly the coronal mass ejections (CME) may be dangerous for
astronauts and upset satellite electronics. The Earth is well protected by its magnetic field,
but when the CME comes with its own magnetic structure, there is some chance that the
two fields point in opposite directions, so that Earth and CME attract each other as two
magnets; the Earth’s magnetic shield is partially cancelled by the alien field, and vast
numbers of electrons and protons find easy access to our atmosphere, extending the auroras
far beyond the polar circles. Additionally, the changing magnetic field may induce electric
currents in the Earth’s surface, or in power transmission lines. A famous example is the
1989 Quebec blackout [Lerner, 1995].
Quite a lot of research has been devoted to predicting such events. Since the late 90s,
spacecraft lingering around the first Lagrangian libration point, located 1,5 million km
towards the Sun, are able to detect the CMEs and give a warning an hour before it reaches
Earth; in fact, on-board magnetometers inform us to beforehand the orientation of the
oncoming magnetic field.
Some earlier warning is also available. Radio telescopes may detect one or two days earlier
the shock wave that heralds the CME. Orbiting X-ray telescopes continually monitor the
Sun for flares, which signal the emission of a CME. Even before the explosion, a
magnetogram of the Sun may reveal a great magnetic tension on a certain spot, implying
that a considerable energy release is at hand. Observatories on the ground and in space have
accumulated a wealth of data on these phenomena. It is now possible to take preventive
measures in time, like turning satellites off for some hours until the storm has passed.
There are many ways to look at the Sun. For example, take optical images (in visible light,
or infrared, ultraviolet, x-rays, or even radio waves). Or rig up a magnetometer. Or use
particle detectors, obviously in space (although neutrino detectors are preferably located
underground).
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Shock waves from the Sun can be detected in a variety of ways when they reach the Earth,
because they produce magnetic storms, radio interference, rains of particles (auroras), and
other effects.
Interplanetary shock waves can be detected only by radio: The wave excites oscillations in
the interplanetary plasma, characterized by a definite frequency (which depends on the
plasma density in the emitting region); the frequencies are comprised in the broad radio
range from hundreds of megahertz to a few kilohertz. The plasma oscillations, in turn, emit
electromagnetic waves in the same or similar frequencies, which can be detected by radio
equipment.
Many experiments have been carried out to understand these events, and many others are
still gathering information. The challenge now is to sort out all those data, put together the
puzzle pieces, and get a comprehensive view of what is happening out there.

2. Goals
The urge to predict space weather may be one specific reason for studying solar activity.
But the main goal is still the desire to know and understand nature.
With the present work I aim at a basic understanding of the movement of shock waves
emanating from the Sun. Specifically, I expect to find some relationships between
accelerations and height, time, and velocity. I will not consider all possible shock waves,
but limit myself to the slower shocks producing Type II radio bursts. Still, quite a diversity
is to be found within this class. The main result from this investigation will be a
comparison of the behavior of different shock waves.
The major part of this work consists in analyzing data from radio observatories (on the
ground and in orbit). I look for Type II radio bursts and measure their frequency as function
of time. From the frequency I obtain the plasma density (number of free electrons per cubic
centimeter), and from this density I compute the height (distance from the Sun’s center) of
the shock wave at the given time.
Particularly this last stage is most involved. The dependence of plasma density on height
has been much studied already; several models are available. But these models are static;
and the space conditions between Sun and Earth depend also on time. I want to devise a
method which takes account of all possible fluctuations. And I must decide, among the
wealth of data obtained by many observatories during the past few years, which
information is useful, and how to process it.
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3. Preliminaries
Types of radio bursts
Radio bursts are transient radio emissions, considerably stronger than the radio component
of the thermal blackbody emission at any temperature present in the solar atmosphere. The
NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) maintains a list of solar radio
bursts, reported by several stations in various countries.
Radio bursts have been classified into five major types:
Type I: These bursts are short, narrow-band pulses that usually come in great numbers,
accompanied by a broader-band continuum; such storms may last hours or days.
Type II: These are narrow-band emissions which slowly drift from high to low
frequencies; for example, from 150 MHz to 50 MHz in some ten minutes. They often show
a fundamental-harmonic (FH) structure (two simultaneous emission bands, in an
approximate frequency ratio of 1:2). More complex structures are also observed.
Type III: These narrow-band emissions drift very rapidly from high to low frequencies,
and may also exhibit FH structures. They often come in groups.
Type IV: Type IV events are broad-band continua associated with solar flares. Within this
class are many sub-classes.
Type V: These are broad-band continua which sometimes come with Type III bursts. They
last only a few minutes.
A first classification of radio bursts is carried out using dynamic spectra, that is, plots of
received frequency versus time, obtained with the aid of radio spectrographs.
Types II and III feature decreasing frequencies because they are generated by plasma
oscillations in the solar atmosphere. These oscillations occur at a definite frequency, called
the plasma frequency, which depends on the density of the plasma. This density is greater
near the Sun. Any agency traveling outward from the Sun will encounter a decreasing
plasma density, and if it excites oscillations, the frequency of these will get lower as the
exciter proceeds outward.
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The difference between Type II and Type III bursts lies in the frequency drift rate. Type II
are produced by a slow exciter (traveling at some 1000 km/s) while Type III are the
signature of a fast exciter, with speeds up to one-fifth of the speed of light [fig.1].

Figure 1: Dynamic radio spectrum from the Culgoora solar observatory in Australia. It spans
about the last hour (U.T., Universal Time) of November 6, 1998. The vertical streaks are Type
III bursts; they are not really vertical, but drift very rapidly from high to low frequencies. The
slowly drifting feature between 23:40 and 23:45 is a Type II burst. The horizontal bands are the
constant-frequency emissions of the artificial radio broadcasting.

Some type II bursts last for days (we might wonder if such a long phenomenon may rightly
be called a “burst”). But they are seldom continuous. They appear (on radio spectra) at a
certain frequency, although the originating shock wave must have existed before that time.
The emission may then disappear, and in some instances appear again later at a much lower
frequency. This discontinuity occurs because plasma movement does not always emit radio
waves. When a plasma has an imbedded magnetic field, this field acts as a shock absorber:
after a disturbance, it restores the plasma elastically to its original state, if the disturbing
agent is slow enough. But when the disturber is faster than a certain speed, the magnetic
field cannot manage the situation, and the plasma restores itself more violently, oscillating
at its natural frequency and emitting energy in the form of radio waves.
6

The speed limit is called the Alfvén speed of the plasma (after Hannes Alfvén, a Swedish
pioneer of plasma astrophysics). Its value may be obtained equaling the kinetic energy
density of plasma moving at Alfvén’s speed with the magnetic energy density. The result is

VA = B
ρ

[1]

where B is the magnetic field strength and ρ represents the mass density of the plasma.
These quantities vary with the distance from the Sun; additionally, shock waves also vary
their speed. Thus a shock wave will be visible (produce radio emission) only in certain
regions where the Alfvén speed is smaller than the shock speed.
The frequency drift of the Type II bursts is usually related to the exciter speed. But short
variations in the drift speed must not be ascribed to disorderly accelerations of the shock
wave, but rather to localized fluctuations in the plasma density. In some cases the observed
frequency remains constant or even increases for a short time; this does not mean that the
shock goes back toward the Sun, but that it passes through a region of increasing density.

Types of shock waves
There is some evidence that shock waves coming from the Sun can be classified into two
major groups: blast waves and piston-driven waves [A. Shanmugaraju, 2003]. Blast waves
and piston-driven waves differ in a number of ways, some of which are statistical: For
example, blast waves show a strong correlation between the speed of the wave and the
strength and duration of the associated flare, while the speeds of piston-driven waves are
quite independent of flare characteristics.
A blast wave is produced near the solar surface (photosphere) and has no other power
source than the short explosion that created it. Its strength decays rapidly, and such a wave
seldom reaches a height greater than some five solar radii. Blast waves are relatively slow,
and their radio signature is classified as Type II.
A piston-driven wave is the bow shock of a material agent traveling outward from the Sun.
This agent may be a CME (coronal mass ejection, consisting of electrons, protons, other
ions and atoms) or a stream of electrons funneled by magnetic field lines. A CME is
relatively slow (typically a thousand km/s) and gives rise to a Type II burst. An electron
stream may travel at sixty thousand km/s, and originates a Type III burst. Piston-driven
shocks may reach the Earth’s orbit and beyond [fig. 2].
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Figure 2: Composite radio spectrum from two detectors (RAD-1 and TNR) aboard the Wind
spacecraft (1998). The strong feature shown in red, almost simultaneous with the flare, is a
Type III burst. The Type II emission (shown with arrows) is visible almost continuously until it
reaches the Earth. The narrow yellow band in the lower part comes from the plasma
surrounding the Earth. Note that the local plasma noise suddenly jumps upward on August 26
at about 6:30, when the shock wave reaches the Earth.

Plasma frequency
Fundamental frequency:
A neutral plasma with negligible pressure may exhibit localized oscillations, called
Langmuir oscillations, at a specific frequency which depends mainly on the electron
density. To evaluate this frequency, consider spherically symmetric oscillations around a
fixed point in space. Assume that the (heavy) ions remain stationary, and the electrons
move with radial, isotropic velocities v. If electron density is denoted by N, in a neutral,
static plasma the electron density will take on the equilibrium value N = No . In nonequilibrium, the net charge density is ρ = -e(N – No ) and the current density is J = -eNV.
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In this scenario the relevant Maxwell equations are
∇ ⋅ E = 4πρ = −4πe( N − N 0 )

[2]

∂E = −4πJ = 4πeNV
∂t

[3]

∂V = − eE
∂t
m

[4]

The force law for an electron is

and the continuity equation is
∇⋅J = −

∂ρ
∂t

[5]

or

∇ ⋅ V = − ∂N
∂t

[6]

Combining these equations one finds harmonic oscillation equations for all variable
parameters, always with the same frequency
ωp =

4πe 2 N
me

[7]

This is the natural plasma frequency (in radians per second). As we are interested in
frequency measurements in Hertz, I write the plasma frequency as
fp ≡

ωp
e2 N
=
2π
π me

[8]

A more general deduction of the plasma frequency, without assuming spherical symmetry,
is also possible. The resulting frequency is the same.
When the plasma frequency is known, and measured in kilohertz, the free-electron density
(in cm-3 ) is given by
N = 0,0124 fp 2

[9]

As a shock wave from the Sun excites the coronal plasma, we are likely to observe radio
waves with a frequency equal to the plasma frequency in the region of emission (or at an
integer multiple of it; such overtones are called harmonics). So observed radio frequencies
depend on the electron density at the point where the waves are generated.
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Harmonics:
The deduction of plasma densities from observed radio frequencies is complicated by the
possibility of overtones. Radio spectra show often not a single frequency, but a pair of
frequencies, one being approximately the double of the other [see the Type II burst shown
on fig. 1]. Such a pair is called an FH structure: the lower frequency is called Fundamental,
and the higher is called Harmonic. The fundamental frequency is the natural frequency of
plasma oscillations. When both emission bands are visible, there is no doubt about this
natural frequency. But when only one band appears, you must decide if it is fundamental or
harmonic.
Some Type II bursts show three emission bands on their dynamic spectra, the frequencies
being roughly in a 1:2:3 proportion [Zlotnik et al., 1997]. In such cases the highest band is
called “third harmonic”, so the first two should be named “first and second harmonic”,
although the “FH” nomenclature is more often used. Higher harmonics are also possible,
although less common.
Harmonics are commonly explained as being produced by the superposition (coalescence)
of various plasma waves or electromagnetic waves. If two plasma waves of the same
frequency cross a given region, the plasma in that region will oscillate with the double
frequency.

Local plasma noise
Higher harmonics can sometimes be seen on the dynamic spectrum of the natural noise
produced by the plasma in the vicinity of the Earth. For example, the Wind spacecraft
carries a radio detector called TNR (Thermal Noise Receiver) designed for just this
purpose. Its spectra show a narrow, continuous emission band, typically around 20 or 30
kHz, produced by the local plasma [see fig. 2]. Possibly it is not so much “thermal”, but
rather excited by the electric currents that surround the Earth and shape its magnetosphere.
The excitation comes also from the bow shock that the Earth produces in the solar wind: in
the reference frame of the wind, the Earth moves through the plasma, toward the Sun, at
super-Alfvénic speed, so that its bow shock is able to excite plasma oscillations.
The frequency of the local plasma noise is a measure of the local plasma density. This
frequency undergoes considerable variation, indicating density variations. When the density
gets higher, so does the frequency, and also the intensity of the band. In such cases the
harmonic (second) usually appears, somewhat fainter than the fundamental. During periods
of exceptionally high density, the intensity increases enough to make the third, fourth and
even fifth harmonic visible [fig. 3].
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Figure 3: Spectrum of the local plasma noise, November 13, 1998, at 4:29:30 U.T., from
Wind/WAVES/TNR. The fifth harmonic is clearly visible; an eventual sixth harmonic would fall
outside the instrument’s frequency range. Note that the periodicity of the harmonics is 43 kHz.

When a shock wave passes near the Earth, it compresses the local plasma, producing a
temporary enhancement of the local density, which is visible on the TNR spectrum as a
sudden increase of the plasma frequency (an example is visible on fig. 2). The TNR data
are given for each minute, and the frequency change usually takes less than one minute.
Sometimes the spectrum shows, at the instant of the shock arrival, two sharp frequency
peaks: one at the previous normal frequency and one at the enhanced frequency which
continues afterwards. This shows that the frequency increase is not gradual, but like the
arrival of a sharply defined high-density cloud: from the night side, the TNR still receives
the normal frequency, while already sensing the high frequency from the day side (because
the cloud approaches us from the Sun).

Density models
Close to the Sun:
An early model of the electron density around the Sun was presented by H. C. van de Hulst
in 1950. He used measurements of the white light scattered by the corona, taken during a
total eclipse. From the intensity he computed the density of the free electrons that scatter
the light.
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In 1961 G. Newkirk Jr. published a revision of this model, increasing Van de Hulst’s
density values by a factor of 2,2 and including also the density enhancement above active
regions of the Sun. Newkirk’s popular coronal density model is
N = M No 10 4,32 / R

[10]

where R represents the distance from the center of the Sun measured in solar radii; the
constant No has the value 4,2 x 104 electrons/cm3 , and M is a scale factor which models the
density enhancement above active regions; usually M factors between 1 and 4 are applied.
Newkirk presents his model as valid for heights between 1,1 and 2 solar radii.

Farther from the Sun:
Only with the advent of space technology it became possible to explore the interplanetary
medium farther out from the Sun, where the densities and resulting frequencies are so low
that the radio waves cannot penetrate the Earth’s ionosphere. J. Fainberg and R. G. Stone
derived a density model valid for up to some 40 solar radii in 1971, from a storm of Type
III bursts observed by the satellite RAE-1 during half a solar rotation; they measured the
change in radiation travel time as the Solar rotation shifted the source with respect to the
observer.
This model was more or less corroborated by H.H. Malitson et al. [1973] tracking a Type-II
producing shock from the Sun to the Earth, and making the assumption that this wave
travels at an approximately constant speed.

Space probes have also been able to measure directly the electron density in the
neighborhood of the Earth, that is, at 1 astronomical unit from the Sun. The Astronomical
Unit (A.U.) measures almost 150 million kilometers or about 215 solar radii.

Several density models for the interplanetary medium up to 1 A.U. have been derived
measuring the directional position of radio-burst-emitting regions; but these results gave
too high densities, due to refraction of the radio waves in the medium; moreover, the
directional resolution of space-borne radio telescopes was not very good.

Since high-resolution, wide-band radio spectrographs became operative around 1994 (some
earth-based for metric and decametric waves, and some space-borne for longer waves) it is
possible to trace the plasma disturbances all the way from the Sun to the Earth [Dulk et al.,
1999; Leblanc et al., 2001]. As the times of departure from the Sun and arrival near Earth
can be approximately known, the height of the disturbance at any intermediate instant may
be estimated, so frequency (and electron density) may be correlated to height. Thus the
exciters of radio bursts are used as probes.
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One such study has been conducted by Leblanc et al. [1998], observing Type III bursts;
they give the following density distribution:
N = (3,3 × 105 )R-2 + (4,1 × 106 ) R -4 + (8,0 × 107 ) R -6 (electrons / cm3 )

[11]

where R gives the distance from the Sun in solar radii. This result is supposed to be valid
for R > 1,2. The authors assume that the Type III exciters travel at constant speed; for the
fast electron streams producing Type III bursts, this may be approximately valid. They also
warn that the given coefficients are valid for a plasma density at 1 A.U. of 7,2 cm-3 , and
recommend that for other local density values the model must be rescaled.

From the theoretical side, Mann et al. [1999] derive a model from magneto-hydrodynamics,
including the solar gravitational field, and calibrate it with some empirical data. They give
N = Ns exp{ 13,83 (1/R -1) }

[12]

where Ns = 5,14 × 109 (electrons / cm3 ) is the density limit at 1 solar radius. This model is
valid close to the Sun, up to R = 3.
One point must be emphasized here: The free-electron density distribution around the Sun
is not constant. There may be a correlation with the 11-year solar activity cycle;
fluctuations which last for minutes, hours or days are also observed. This means that no
unique density model is always valid. The discussed models average out the small local
fluctuations, but must also be normalized to the density at 1 A.U.; this near-Earth density
may vary from 1 cm-3 to over 30 cm-3 .

Instruments
Observatories on the ground:
Ground radio observatories usually use a scanning radio spectrograph: a broadband antenna
connected to a tuner of variable frequency. The detector sweeps periodically over a
frequency range.
Most of my ground spectra [such as fig. 1] are from the Culgoora observatory in Australia.
Their spectrograph is an array of four detectors, in the ranges 18-57, 57-180, 180-570, and
570-1800 MHz, and a sweep rate of one every 3 seconds. Unfortunately, the 18 to 57 MHz
detector has frequent health problems.
Other surface spectrographs are stationed at Hiraiso, Potsdam, Ooty, and more places; a
new one in Bogotá is under construction.
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Space-borne instruments:
Low radio frequencies are reflected by the ionosphere (either inward or outward). So if you
want to detect interplanetary emissions of a few megahertz or in the kilohertz range, put
your instrument aboard a satellite.
One such satellite is Wind, which was originally placed at the L1 Lagrangian point but now
orbits the Earth. Among many other experiments (such as solar wind measurements), Wind
carries the WAVES radio package [Bougeret et al., 1995], featuring several receivers:
• RAD-2: A 256-channel analyzer; the lowest frequency is 1075 kHz, the highest
13825 kHz, and the others distributed in equal steps of 50 kHz.
• RAD-1: Also 256 channels, from 20 kHz to 1040 kHz in equal steps of 4 kHz.
Unfortunately, due to data economy, not all these channels are operative.
• TNR (Thermal Noise Receiver): My favorite instrument, it has only 96 channels but
they are distributed logarithmically: six octaves (from 4 to 8 kHz, from 8 to 16, etc)
each divided into 16 intervals. The highest frequency is 245,15 kHz.
• Two more instruments for still lower frequencies.
Most of my spectra came from the first three of these instruments.
Other spacecrafts useful for solar studies are: SOHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory),
with various optical and x-ray telescopes; ACE (Advanced Composition Explorer), mainly
for solar wind particle analysis, orbiting the L1 point; Ulysses, free from the Earth, in a
grand orbit around the Sun, almost perpendicular to the ecliptic; and still more.
All these instruments have collected lots of data (and continue to do so). Start delving into
this mine, and see what you can find.
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4. My work
Method overview
After two years of pursuing several routes and trying various strategies, I finally found that
the following scheme is consistent and can give some good results:
The height of a Type-II-emitting region can be computed from the received radio
frequency, if one knows the height-density relation. This relation depends on a scale factor
which varies with time. It is possible to measure this scale factor continually near the Earth.
When? When the plasma, which was encountered by the shock wave, arrives at Earth,
“carried” by the solar wind (although the moving plasma is the wind!).
Thus, my working method can be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Choose a single density model.
Search for Type II bursts (on observatories’ lists and on NOAA lists).
Identify Type II bursts which are visible on several spectra (hoping to obtain a long
time span, to study the speed evolution of the event).
Look up the spectrograms from Culgoora, Wind, etc.
Measure the spectra (frequency versus time) at a reasonable number of points (not
every minute, which takes too much time and is unnecessary; but sufficient to detect
any irregularities; every 10 minutes is fairly good).
Find out the harmonic status of the emission.
Compute the densities of the regions where the Type II emissions were generated.
Measure the shock arrival time (if there is) on the TNR spectrum.
Look up solar wind speed data (from ACE or Wind).
Estimate the time interval during which the relevant solar wind arrives (portions of
the solar atmosphere which have been crossed by the shock wave).
Measure the frequency of the local plasma emission (on TNR spectrum) during that
interval and compute the local plasma density (sample every 10 minutes).
Correlate wind arrival times with Type II emission times.
For each emission time, look up the corresponding density (at 1 A.U.) and compute
the height (distance from the Sun) of the emitting region.
Smoothen the resulting height-time (HT) diagram making density adjustments.
Compare the adjusted densities with density data; if the differences can be due to
faulty time correlation, don’t worry (the time correlation may also be adjusted). If
the adjusted densities are definitely higher or lower than the density data, adjust
them again, thus correcting the HT diagram.
From the HT diagram, compute the shock speed at all possible points.
15

Density model choice
Which density model should I use? I don’t want to keep using three models simultaneously,
with three different results for each event. So I computed height-time diagrams for several
Type II bursts, using Newkirk’s model (with and without density enhancement) and
Mann’s model for high-frequency data from near the Sun, and Leblanc’s model for lower
frequencies, from greater distances. I observed that the plots according to Newkirk depart
earlier from a consistent trajectory than those according to Mann. Thus I chose Mann’s
model because it gave a more consistent picture. This is because Mann’s model, falling off
faster than Newkirk’s as the distance increases, matches better with the low densities found
at larger distances. Later I traded Leblanc’s model for the simpler “–2,16” power law (also
suggested by Mann).
Mann’s model is valid from 1 to 3 solar radii (one solar radius measures about 7 × 105 km;
unless otherwise stated, distances are given in solar radii). The power law is valid for
distances greater than 40. For the intermediate region I invented a transition formula [fig. 4
and 5].
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Figure 4: Some models of the plasma density variation between the Sun and the Earth, plotted
against 1/R (with R in solar radii). All densities are normalized with respect to the density at
Earth. Newkirk’s model has been normalized to 6 cm-3 .
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Figure 5: Models of the plasma density variation between the Sun and the Earth, plotted
against R. The Earth is located at about 215 solar radii.

Leblanc’s model and the power law for great distances are proportional to the electron
density at 1 A.U. For Mann’s model the same proportionality holds (although the authors
do not mention it, their model can be rewritten to make it explicit). Newkirk’s model makes
no reference to the density near Earth. The advantage of an explicit proportionality is that
the density at 1 A.U. can be monitored continually, making it possible to adjust the model
for transient density fluctuations.
Well, here are algebraic expressions of the models:

Mann’s original model:
As stated earlier, Mann and his co-workers presented the following theoretical model:
N = Ns exp { 13,83 (1/R -1) }
Here R is from the Sun, given in solar radii.
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[12]

The constant 13,83 in Mann’s model comes from a theoretical analysis:
µ G Ms / k T Rs = 13,83

[13]

where µ stand for the mean molecular mass (approximately 0,6); G is Cavendish’s
gravitational constant; Ms and Rs are the solar mass and radius, k is Boltzmann’s constant
and T is a typical temperature in the corona. We may wonder if Mann’s four significant
figures are warranted.
The constant Ns in Mann’s model denotes the electron number density at the solar surface.
Mann gives it the value 5,14 × 109 cm-3 . In this way, it is a static model. But this number
was obtained using a specific empirical mean value for the density at 1 A.U.: 6,59 cm-3 ,
taken from Schwenn [1990].

Mann’s model rewritten:
I propose to mobilize Mann’s model, rescaling the density at the surface as
Ns = 5,14 × 109 cm-3 { N(1 A.U.) / 6,59 cm-3 }
[14]
= 7,80 × 108 N(1 A.U.)
Factoring out the Exp(-13,83) = 9,856 × 10-7 we obtain finally
N (R) = 769 × N (1 A.U.) × Exp (13,83 / R)

[15]

I believe this expression is equivalent to Mann’s original model [eq.12] with the difference
that the proportionality with the density at 1 A.U. is now explicit.

-2,16 power law:
For interplanetary space, the density variation with distance has been measured by space
vehicles. Bougeret et al. [1984] used measurements by the Helios I and II spacecraft,
obtaining N = 6,1 R-2,1, for 0,3 < R < 1 A.U. Leblanc’s model [1998] includes higher
negative powers, which are significant closer to the Sun. Mann [1999] suggests a single
power law of –2,16:
N (R) = N (1 A.U.) × R -2,16

[16]

(with R measured in astronomical units) for distances greater than about 0,2 A.U. Outside
the orbital plane of the Earth, at ecliptic latitudes greater than 40°, the Ulysses probe
measured the density to be proportional to R-2,003 [Issautier et al., 1998]; this is noteworthy,
because CMEs and radio-detected shock waves are not confined to the ecliptic plane.
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Transition formula:
As the two previous density models are valid for two disconnect distance ranges, I had to
construct a transition formula for intermediate distances. In Mann’s model, Log(N) is linear
in (1/R); a transition formula is easily obtained using a decreasing exponential:
Log(N) = Log(Mann) × {1 – A × Exp(-B/R)}

[17]

with R again in solar radii. This model replaces Mann’s model, but for small distances it
should be identical. I found that choosing B = 20 makes the transition model identical to
Mann’s model for R smaller than about 3, and then A can be adjusted so as to obtain a
seamless coupling with the -2,16 power model. This value is found to be A = 0,782, and
the coupling occurs at R = 30. I assume the power law describes the density well enough
for distances greater than 30 solar radii.
The logarithm of Mann’s density may be simplified as
Log { Mann / N(1A.U.) } = 2,886 + 6,006 / R

[18]

So the transition model may be stated as
Log { N(R) / N(1A.U.) } = (2,886 + 6,006 / R ) × (1 – 0,782 × Exp(-20/R) )

[19]

In this way I obtain a density model for the whole Sun-Earth distance range, explicitly
proportional to the density at 1 astronomical unit.

Now we must consider the timing issue. Density fluctuations do not propagate
instantaneously, nor at the speed of light. I assume they travel outward from the Sun at the
speed of the solar wind (typically 400 km/s). Of course, electron streams travel much faster
than that (generating Type III bursts), but they cannot be considered as “density
fluctuations”, because when we speak of “plasma density” we mean the equilibrium density
of electrons and ions in a neutral plasma; all frequencies refer to plasma oscillations around
this equilibrium. So for propagation of a density fluctuation there must be displacement of
electrons and protons; and the proton speed is generally referred to as solar wind speed.
Confirming the previous argument, I have obtained data on the local density from two
space probes: Wind and ACE. From Wind I took radio data on the plasma frequency
surrounding the Earth, from where the plasma density can be computed. From ACE I took
direct counts of protons and helium nuclei, and summed these to obtain the electron density
(N e = Np + 2Nα). The two results agree remarkably: both show the same fluctuations
(although they are seen by Wind somewhat later than by ACE, because Wind is in orbit
around Earth and ACE is at L1); both give the same values (when the density is relatively
low; when it is high, Wind results are higher; there exists a pretty good linear relationship
between the two). In short, plasma frequency corresponds to the neutral plasma density.
When ACE detects a great burst of (only) electrons, the plasma frequency does not change.
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Let’s get back to the point: considering the time delay, the density model may be written as
N (R, te) = N (1AU, ta) × F(R)

[20]

where N(R, te) represents the electron density at the distance R from the Sun at the emission
time te (emission of radio waves), and N(1AU, ta) is the density measured near Earth at the
wind arrival time ta. The interval ta – te is the time needed by the solar wind to reach the
Earth starting from R. And F(R) is a function solely of distance, given by
F (R) =

769 × Exp [13,83 / R]

Log (F(R)) = (1 - 0,782 × Exp(-20/R) ) × (2,886 + 6,006/R)
F (R) = (R / 215) -2,16

(R<3)
(R<30)

[21]

(R>30)

This distance function may not be the best; a more precise one might be found (and a
simpler transition formula). But within the accuracy of present experimental results it is
reasonable. A velocity or acceleration computed for any single shock wave may have some
error due to this uncertainty; but a comparative study of several shock waves, using the
same density model for all, will yield trustworthy results. At present, it is more important to
include the temporal variability of the density scale.

Time correlation
In relation to timing, we must distinguish two possibilities: Sometimes the considered
shock wave passes through the vicinity of the Earth, resulting in a detectable shock that
disturbs our medium: The local plasma frequency undergoes a strong and sharp upward
jump; within a minute the local density may increase from 5 to 50 electrons per cm3 . This
perturbation typically lasts for eight or ten hours, or sometimes more. Thus the arrival of
the shock wave can be measured to within a minute.
It is also possible that no shock is detected locally. This may be because the CME is not
oriented towards the Earth, or because the considered shock is a blast wave (without CME)
that dies out at a few solar radii from the Sun.

Case 1: When a shock reaches the Earth
Three signals may reach us from a region where a Type II radio burst is generated [Fig. 6]:
First the radio emission (almost instantaneously, at the speed of light), then the shock wave
(at the shock speed), and finally the solar wind (at the wind speed).
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Figure 6: Schematic view of a shock wave and solar wind traveling from Sun to Earth. The solar
wind is accelerated; the shock wave may have positive or negative acceleration, but has been
drawn as having constant speed. te is the time of radio emission, almost the same as the time of
radio reception. ta is the arrival time of the solar wind which crossed the shock wave at te. The
shock arrival time is a convenient zero point.

I don’t consider the time delay of the radio waves, which is typically five minutes or less.
Thus, the emission time is the epoch of the Type II burst registered by the radio receiver.
The wind arrival time is the epoch of the in situ density measurements. Now we want to
monitor the density scale factor N (1AU, ta) that describes the plasma conditions at the
emission time and location. So which arrival time corresponds to a given emission time?
If the shock wave and the solar wind had constant speeds, the answer would be simple.
Let’s take the shock arrival as the origin of time. The emission time is then negative, and
the arrival time positive (because the wind travels slower than the shock). Then the traveled
distance (from R to Earth) is
D = Vs (-te ) = Vw ( ta – te )

[22]

ta = te ( 1 – (Vs/Vw) )

[23]

From where we get

as a tentative time correlation function if the speeds can be considered constant.
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For example, on May 12, 1997 a CME came from the Sun; the accompanying shock wave
arrived on May 15. The mean speed of the wave was about 600 km/s, and the wind speed
after the shock arrival oscillated around a mean value of 450 km/s, giving the following
time correlation: te = -3 ta.
Such an approximation is valid for short times (within a day, or less, of the shock arrival).
But in general the wind speed and the shock speed are not constant. The wind speed
depends on distance according to:
N(R) R2 V(R) = constant

[24]

This relation follows from the conservation of mass, assuming constant ionization (so that
the free-electron density is proportional to the mass density). Mann et al. [1999] derive this
relation in the context of magneto-hydrodynamics, and use it in the construction of their
density model.

For the value of the constant we may take the values of the three parameters at 1 A.U.:
N(R) R2 V(R) = N(1 A.U.) V(1 A.U.)

[25]

(with R in astronomical units), from where we get
V(R) = V(1 A.U.) / ( R2 F(R) )

[26]

As the power of F(R) is always less than -2, we find that V(R) is smaller close to the Sun;
the solar wind is always accelerating. Close to the Earth, where the density is proportional
to R-2,16, the speed is almost constant; but in the low corona, where the density is much
greater, the wind speed is much smaller. That means that for small values of te and ta we
can use the constant-speed approximation; but the conditions that reigned close to the Sun
when the CME was emitted need a long time (typically a week) to reach the Earth; as te
approaches the origin of the shock wave near the Sun, ta tends to infinity.
The limiting value of te is known, because flare and high-frequency observations show
when the shock wave started. Close to Earth, for small values of te and ta, their ratio is
approximately known. These two data enable us to draw a first approximation to the time
correlation function (which can also be computed, using equation 24 and a constant shock
speed). Using it, it is possible to start correlating small frequency variations seen on the
Type II spectrum with small density variations seen on the plasma noise. Upon recognizing
the same fluctuation on both spectra, one can start refining the time correlation. If no
noticeable irregularities appear, one can at least have confidence that the densities applied
to the Type II data are approximately correct.
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Case 2: When no shock reaches Earth
In this case the only signals that reach us are the radio waves and the solar wind. From the
radio signals an approximate height can be estimated (using a reasonable density), but in
order to know a more precise density value, we must wait for the solar wind to arrive from
that height. How much time does that take? The transit time depends on the wind speed,
which depends on height but can be gauged with the wind speed at 1 A.U. (equation 24).
The speed at which the wind arrives is also variable, but a good first value may be taken
from the data about a week after the shock wave leaves the Sun. With this tentative value of
V(1 A.U.) the transit time can be (numerically) computed by
1 A .U .

∆t = ∫

R

dr
V (r)

[27]

With this transit time the arrival time can be better fixed, and the wind speed value at 1
A.U. may be checked and possibly corrected; after one iteration of the process, enough
consistency is reached. Then, with the known arrival time, a better 1 A.U.-density may be
applied to the Type II spectrum.

Data acquisition
I have worked mainly with Culgoora spectra for high frequencies (above 18 MHz) and with
Wind/WAVES spectra (from the three receivers: RAD-2, RAD-1, and TNR) for lower
frequencies. Some high-frequency spectra came from Hiraiso and Potsdam.
From the NOAA lists I selected Type II bursts, and started looking up the spectra at the
respective observatories. The Wind/WAVES website also offers a list of Type II events,
many of these with available spectra in image format. I began looking for events appearing
on both lists, and collecting those events for which at least one high-f and one low-f
spectrum were to be found.
Later I started downloading (from the Coordinated Data Analysis Web) the listings of
measured radio voltages from WAVES; on the CDAWeb you can find data from any
desired epoch, not only the selected spectra that the WAVES staff put on their home page.
These data are given for each minute and each frequency channel of the receivers. There
you can find the frequency peaks with far greater accuracy than measuring pixels on a
graphic spectrum. The thermal noise, at its typical frequency of 20 kHz, can usually be
measured to 0,1 kHz. The Type II emissions seen on TNR spectra, at a typical frequency of
200 kHz, have an uncertainty of a few kHz mainly due to their broad and irregular
bandwidth. RAD2 spectra are similar; but RAD1 spectra have the problem that this receiver
does not use all its channels; of the 256 reported channels, only about a dozen are in use,
and the rest are interpolations (they optimize the quantity of useful information while
cutting down the amount of data to be transferred). This renders the resolution lower; but
taking series of minute-by-minute readings one can interpolate between the peak
frequencies and approach a resolution of some 5 kHz (at a typical frequency of 500 kHz).
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To monitor the plasma (free electron) density at 1 A.U. I have used the TNR spectra. The
local density can also (and easier) be obtained from ACE, which gives the proton density
and the helium-to-proton ratio. There is some time delay between the ACE and Wind
measurements (the Wind spacecraft orbits the Earth, and ACE is located at the L1 libration
point, 1% closer to the Sun). But the two sources do not completely agree: Although at low
densities they do, at higher densities the ACE data are lower (typically 30%. Why? The
reason is still obscure). I prefer the Wind data, obtained by a large array of tuned radio
receivers, rather than the ACE data obtained by particle detectors. For the Type II radio
signals I need Wind data anyway, and it is better to take all the data with the same
instrument, if possible.
A third option for obtaining the local electron densities is this: The WIND team also
provides the density data directly, computed from their radio measurements by a neural
network; but these results include many stray points, which have to be cleaned manually
(by visual comparison with the graphic spectrum).
The first times that I downloaded a TNR spectrum, I read it minute by minute; this gives a
terrific resolution, but is very time-consuming. Then I started to take one reading every ten
minutes; this speeds up the process of finding the peak frequencies, and still gives enough
time resolution, because density fluctuations shorter than ten minutes do not survive the
Sun-to-Earth trip anyway (due to diffusion, and because the solar wind has no steady
velocity, there will always be some blurring of the information).

Data analysis
The shock arrival is (in most cases) easily seen on the TNR spectrum. In some ambiguous
cases there are several shocks and a choice must be made.
The density at arrival can be found as the limit of the local noise frequency just before the
shock arrives. It can also be found from the Type II spectrum (if it shows radio emission
shortly before the shock arrival), because the density scale must be such that the computed
heights converge toward 1 A.U. at the known arrival time.
The harmonic status of the Type II emission can be asserted from the presence of a second
emission band, or, shortly before the shock arrival, by comparing the two mentioned
methods for finding the density. Fortunately, the options are few.
For each emission time, the plasma density at the emitting region must be computed (from
the frequency and the harmonic status); then the corresponding density at 1 A.U. must be
found, and then equation [20] gives the value of F(R), from where the height follows.
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The resulting height-time (HT) diagram must be smoothened making adjustments to the
density at 1 A.U. If a point on the HT diagram is notably higher than its neighboring points,
a lower density should be assigned to it in order to obtain a smooth HT. In this manner the
irregularities from the frequency spectrum are transferred to the tentative 1 A.U.-density
spectrum.
A fast technique to do this is to construct a provisional linear HT diagram, computing for
each emission time the height where the emission should have taken place if the shock
propagated at a constant velocity; from this height compute F(R), and then compute the
densities at 1 A.U. from
N(1A.U.) = N(R, te) / F(R)

[28]

Of course the linear HT is not the correct one, but this method will quickly transfer all
frequency oscillations into the tentative local density file.
Then the tentative local densities must be compared with the density data. At this point,
density fluctuations are to be highly valued, because they should appear on the original
density data (taken from the solar wind) and also on the tentative densities (from frequency
fluctuations on the Type II spectrum). The challenge is to recognize the same fluctuation on
the two data sets. If this is possible, the time correlation becomes certain; the tentative
densities can be adjusted to the correct values, and a trustworthy HT diagram results.
If one recognizes the same density fluctuations on the solar wind data and on the Type II
spectrum but not at the same (corresponding) times, this time mismatch is due to faulty
time correlation; it will not affect the HT diagram. But if you wish you can also start to
adjust the time correlation for its own sake.
If no recognizable fluctuations appear, we can only rely on the original time correlation and
hope that the result is not too bad. For such cases it will be useful to make a thorough timecorrelation-study in other events where many recognizable fluctuations make it possible.
One final comment about this: For some ten hours after each shock arrival the density near
Earth soars to unusually high values, due to compression by the shock. These high densities
are not useful data, as they have not been orderly carried up by the solar wind from regions
closer to the Sun. So we are always lacking local density data for the last few hours of each
Earth-crossing event. A reasonable HT diagram can be completed artificially, assuming no
great accelerations near 1 A.U., but the lack of certainty for this interval must be kept in
mind.
Finally, from the HT diagram, the shock speed can be computed at all possible points (for
each point I used the interval between the next point and the previous point: that means the
intervals are not all equal, but they are small). The speeds may also be found by fitting the
HT diagram to a few simple functions, which can then be differentiated. The shock speed
can be plotted against emission time and against height, and different events can be
compared.
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5. Results
September 24, 2001
The 24 September 2001 Sun-to-Earth shock wave was very strong; the WIND staff labeled
it on their Type II list as “spectacular Sun-to-Earth event”. It was also very fast; it arrived at
Earth in about 2000 minutes. The only spectra are three from Wind/WAVES: RAD-2,
RAD-1 [fig.7] and TNR. The whole visible band is harmonic; curiously the fundamental
band is invisible (except at the very beginning).

Figure 7: RAD-1 spectrum of the 2001-09-24 event. Note the strong brightening in the middle,
and the last portion (after 9:00 U.T.) where the frequency slightly increases.

A strong X-ray flare occurred on September 24, at 9:32 (start), 10:38 (max), 11:09 (end).
It was located at 16° South of the solar equator and 23° East of the central meridian, at 32°
from the center of the solar disk.
It seems to me that the first frequency (seen on RAD-2) is unusually low; one would expect
that, some minutes earlier, a higher frequency should also be visible on RAD-2. This may
be related to the fact that the Type II was not detected at Potsdam (where it should have
been seen around 11:00 U.T.).
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The RAD-2 spectrum shows a clear FH pair (unfortunately I am not able to show all spectra
here). The harmonic disappears, and the fundamental continues down into RAD-1. These
two spectra are dominated by one (or several) strong Type III emissions. Entering RAD-1
the Type II is not very clear, and in that same interval (about an hour after the flare) the
fundamental disappears and the harmonic reappears; the prominent band, that is visible all
the way until the shock reaches Earth, is harmonic, as can be seen comparing its final
frequency with the local density (the final Type II frequency of 50 kHz, if considered
fundamental, would imply a local density of 31 cm-3 , which is much higher than the final
limit of the local density; if considered harmonic, the implied local density is 7,75 cm-3 ,
much closer to the measured limit).
For this event the shock arrival is not as clear-cut as in other events (like 1998-08-24).
There are several magnetic, density and speed discontinuities at different times. I decided
on September 25, 20:17 U.T. when the greatest density jump occurred.
During the last hours before the shock arrival, the Type II frequency was almost constant,
or even slightly increasing. Why? The local density cannot be measured during the
corresponding arrival time interval, due to the prolonged effect of the shock arrival. But
when the shock effect finishes, the 1-A.U. density is found to be about 3 cm-3 . This means
that the shock wave, during its last hours, had to climb a density slope from 3 to 7,75
(relative to the standard model); while F(R) decreased, N(1 A.U.) increased, making the
product almost constant. That is why the Type II frequency did not decrease as expected.
For the time correlation (between Type II emission time and wind arrival time) I need the
prevailing solar wind speed. ACE has no data for this time interval, but WIND has also
solar wind experiments which give the wind speed (downloadable through CDAWeb).
From there I took a mean wind speed value of 650 km/s (at 1 A.U.), and using the mean
shock speed (1 A.U./ 2050 min) I constructed the tentative correlation function [fig. 8].
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Figure 8: Time correlation for the September 24, 2001 event. Note that near zero (near the shock
arrival) the relation is linear, but approaches asymptotically the value te = -2000 min, which is the
time when the shock departed from the Sun; the plasma which the shock wave crossed shortly
after departure is located very close to the Sun, and needs a very long time to reach the Earth.
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After the first measured density values (of about 3 cm-3 ) comes a higher density interval
(about 10) and then again low values (around 3) [fig. 9]. In order to obtain a smooth HT
diagram, just such a 3-10-3 “mountain” is necessary during the corresponding emission
time interval. This confirms that this mountain is a density fluctuation that originated near
the Sun and was encountered by the shock wave, producing a frequency mountain in the
Type II.
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Figure 9: Electron densities at 1 A.U. (in cm-3 )after the September 25, 2001 shock: Data
computed from the local plasma frequency (single line), and a model that yields a smooth
height-time diagram (dotted line). The high “mountain” between 0 and 800 minutes is due to
the shock (most data have been omitted); it has not influenced the Type II spectrum. The
second “mountain” between 1200 and 1800 minutes came from the Sun and did influence the
spectrum; this density enhancement must be taken into account. The time correlation was
tentative; the obvious timing differences have not been corrected; the rapid fluctuations at the
end (of the model), detected through frequency fluctuations on the RAD-2 spectrum, are seen
on the data some 450 minutes earlier.

The higher density encountered by the shock wave had yet another effect, additional to the
higher frequency: The intensity of the emitted radio waves increased, due to the enhanced
number of radiators. The Type II spectrum shows clearly an interval of greater intensity
[see fig.7].
The 10-mountain (as seen on the plasma noise) has a deep ravine in its middle (a feature
also seen in the 1998-08-24 event; see fig. 13). Trying to know if the ravine also originated
near the Sun, I measured more carefully the Type II spectrum in the emission-time interval
corresponding to the mountaintop; I found two higher peaks, but no sign of a ravine. This
must be, then, a feature that develops as the mountain approaches 1 A.U. and after the
shock has passed over it; it may even be an effect of the shock wave.
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It is noteworthy that some sharp, rapid oscillations do appear in both data sets: They are
seen in the Type II on the RAD-2 spectrum, and also among the last density data.
Having thus found the densities at 1 A.U. that must be assigned to each received frequency,
a preliminary height-time (HT) diagram emerges. After making some adjustments to those
density data, the plot is very reasonable [fig. 10]. Only here I have computed the
uncertainties in height, which are mainly due to the uncertainties in local density; the errors
in frequency measurements from the spectra are much smaller, and I consider no
uncertainty in the density-height relation F(R), which I regard as given. In the 1998-08-24
event the height uncertainties are similar, and in the remaining events they are somewhat
greater.
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Figure 10: Final HT diagram for the 2001-09-24 event. The error bars are based upon an
estimate of the uncertainty of the densities. The great uncertainties in the last stretch are due to
the lack of density data during the effect of the shock arrival. The inset shows an enlargement
of the first points.

The resulting speeds are plotted in Fig. 11 and 12: The first (RAD2) data hint at a positive
acceleration. The speed increases from 2700 to 3200 km/s, reaches a maximum around 5
solar radii, and starts decreasing. At 7 or 8 solar radii the speed is 2000 km/s, and then
(suddenly) the deceleration becomes much smaller: the speed decreases exponentially until
it arrives here at 950 km/s.
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Figure 11: Speed of the 2001-09-24 shock wave, plotted against height. Note the positive
acceleration at the beginning and the exponential decrease at the end.
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Figure 12: Speed evolution of the 2001-09-24 shock wave. The small fluctuations are not
meaningful; with some simple curve fits to the HT diagram they can be smoothened out.
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August 24, 1998
The 24 August 1998 Sun-to-Earth shock wave was one of the strongest ever seen; the
WIND staff labeled it on their Type II list as “strongest event since launch”. It was also one
of the fastest, reaching the Earth in less than 2000 minutes. The emission band is
continually visible, and harmonic; curiously the fundamental band is (almost) invisible.
A strong X-ray flare occurred on August 24, at 21:50 (start), 22:12 (max), 22:35 (end). It
was located at 35°N and 09°E, at 29° from the center of the solar disk. The shock arrived at
Earth on August 26, at 6:21 U.T. The available radio spectra come from Culgoora and from
Wind/WAVES [fig. 2].
In this event the correlation between density fluctuations on the spectrum and on the solar
wind is less clear, but still acceptable [fig. 13]. After the big density enhancement produced
by the shock (from 0 to 500 minutes), the local density oscillates violently until 33 hours
after the shock arrival. Some of these oscillations can be recognized on the spectrum, but
not all; neither is the time correlation very clear.
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Figure 13: Electron densities at 1 A.U. after the August 26, 1998 shock: Data computed from
the local plasma frequency (single line), and a model that yields a smooth height-time diagram
(dotted line). Note that some fluctuations appear on the Type II radio spectrum (and are
reflected in the model), but other fluctuations do not.
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The HT diagram is similar to the 2001-09-24 plot, although somewhat shallower [fig. 14].
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Figure 14: HT diagram for the 1998-08-24 event. Note the similarity with the 2001-09-24
shock, but also the differences: The peak speed occurs later, and all speeds are closer to the
mean value.
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Figure 15: Speed-height profile for 1998-08-24. The rapid oscillations may be corrected by
means of a suitable curve-fitting of the HT plot.
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Figure 16: Speed evolution of the 1998-08-24 shock wave.

From the height-speed profile [fig. 15]: The first points appear around 1,8 solar radii, with
an increasing speed. This increase could be at constant acceleration, starting from rest at
22:00 ± 2 minutes (near R=1) and reaching 1200 km/s ten minutes later (at R=2). Then the
speed continues to increase, but slower. Maybe it reaches a brief maximum of 1800 km/s at
R=4, but this result is not certain. The speed seems to oscillate around 1600 km/s between
R=20 and R=60. From there, it decreases until it reaches 1 A.U. at about 1000 km/s, at an
almost constant acceleration [fig. 16]. The mean speed is 1273 km/s.
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May 12, 1997
This Sun-to-Earth event is one of another class than the previous two, because the shock
wave is considerably slower: Its mean speed is around 600 km/s.
The starting x-ray flare was located 21° N and 08° W, at 25° from the center of the solar
disk. It began at 4:42, peaked at 4:55 and ended at 5:26. The useful spectra are from HiRAS
and Wind/WAVES. Two Wind spectra are shown in Fig. 17 and 18.

Figure 17: Spectrum of May 12, 1997, from the RAD-2 receiver.

Figure 18: Spectrum of the May 12, 1997 event, from the TNR receiver.
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According to the TNR spectrum, the shock must have arrived in the last hour of May 14.
Here arouses a first complication: Looking at the spectrum more closely I found two shocks
near the estimated arrival time. The first one occurs at 23:26 (of May 14), and the second
one, much stronger, at 01:14 (of May 15). Leblanc et al. [2001] report the second one as the
arrival of the May 12 wave.
At first I used the second shock, but couldn’t find a satisfactory match of the density data.
The Type II frequencies suggest that the local density at arrival should be around 15 cm-3 ,
but the thermal noise data give (just before the second shock) a value of more than 20; of
course, this includes the enhancement due to the first shock. The second shock boosts the
near-Earth density to values as high as 50 [fig. 19].
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Figure 19: Near-Earth plasma densities corresponding to the May 12, 1997 event. The single
line represents densities measured at Earth; the dotted line shows those found by the shock wave.

When I examined the RAD-1 spectrum (which I had first overlooked because it is almost
empty), I found a few short traces of the Type II burst, with unusually high frequencies; I
found that this emission, in order to fit in the HT diagram, needed 1 A.U. density values
between 40 and 50. This suggested to me that the shock arrived on May 14, at 23:26, and
that the second shock is really a high-density cloud which came from the Sun and was
encountered previously by the shock wave.
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With this identification the pre-shock local density matches much better, because just
before the first shock the local plasma noise indicates a local density of about 15. The
problem is the timing of the second shock: The dense cloud arrived less than two hours
after the first shock, but the shock wave crossed it 44 hours before arriving, and according
to a reasonable time correlation, it should have arrived more than 3 days after the first
shock. Thus, the identification of the second “shock” with the RAD-1 emissions is probably
not correct. It may have been an independent emission.
A second difficulty with this event is that density fluctuations seen on the plasma noise
cannot be identified with fluctuations on the Type II spectrum. The local density oscillates
a lot, but only one considerable oscillation is seen on the Type II. This is in part because the
Type II burst, being relatively slow, is discontinuous, and some potentially interesting
stretches are invisible.
This makes the time correlation uncertain, and subtracts confidence in the density scale
assigned to each Type II emission. The only basis for the time correlation is a comparison
of the mean shock speed and the mean wind speed. The result is a pronounced positive
acceleration [fig. 20].
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Figure 20: Height-time plot for the May 12, 1997 event. The heights are uncertain because no
clear density match could be found. Note the positive acceleration throughout, particularly
towards the end.
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February 8, 2000
This event is expected to be similar to the previous one (May 12, 1997), because the shock
arrived in 3945 minutes, thus their mean speeds are very similar. Another similarity lies in
the amount of noise.
An interesting difference is that the February 2000 shock wave arrived in fundamental
mode, that is, the fundamental emission could be seen almost all the way until it hit the
Earth, as can be seen on the TNR spectrum [fig. 21], which shows clearly that the Type II
emission arrives at a frequency equal to the local plasma frequency. The harmonic is also
visible, but sporadically. On the other hand, in the May 1997 event dominates the
harmonic; the fundamental emission is visible for a short period, and for another while the
third harmonic is visible, but only the second harmonic is continuous.

Figure 21: TNR spectrum of the February 8, 2000 event. DOY means day-of-year. Note the
local plasma emission and its frequency jump at DOY=42,1. At the beginning of the spectrum
the harmonic of the local noise is visible. See the Type II emission amid a rain of Type III’s,
and arriving at the same frequency as the local noise, indicating its fundamental mode.

The present event started with an X-ray flare located on the solar disk at 25°N and 26°E. It
began on February 8 at 8:42, had a maximum at 9:00 and ended at 9:18. The highfrequency radio spectrum was received at Potsdam. Some very brief emissions are visible
on the RAD-2 instrument. The RAD-1 receiver and the TNR show more, but the Type II
spectrum is crossed by a rain of Type III bursts, making measurements difficult.
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There are few clearly distinguished density fluctuations which can be used to establish a
trustworthy time correlation [fig. 22]. The most useful clues are: comparison of wind speed
with shock speed, the presence of a high-density cloud (seen on the Type II spectrum and
also on the local plasma noise) and the requirement of a smooth correlation curve.
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Figure 22: Near-Earth plasma densities relevant for the February 8, 2000 event. The shock
arrival is clearly visible at t=0. Then at t=1250 arrives a second shock, from the second Type II
event seen on the spectrum [fig. 23]. These two density increases are detected at Earth but were
not encountered by the February 8 shock wave (dotted line) along its way. A third feature that
is not reflected in our Type II spectrum is the peak at t=2800; the wave should have crossed it
near the Sun, but it could have been accompanied by a strong localized magnetic field (like a
coronal loop), making the Alfvén speed greater than the shock speed, so that no radio emission
was produced.

After matching the Type II emission times with the wind arrival times, a most interesting
HT diagram emerges [fig. 23]: It starts with a constant speed (720 km/s); after some 30
minutes a positive acceleration sets in, increasing the speed to almost 1000 km/s in about an
hour. Then follow 100 minutes of negative acceleration, the speed touches a bottom of 400
km/s, and then increases again, until it arrives at about 670 km/s. The speed is plotted in
fig. 24.
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Figure 23: First Height-Time diagram for the 2000-02-08 event. Note the negative acceleration
at a height of 20 solar radii. The gap around -2200 minutes is due to a big Type III burst which
drowned the Type II emission; it is visible on Fig. 21 around DOY=40,5.
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Figure 24: First speed plot for the 2000-02-08 event. The graph shows several straight lines,
because the height-time diagram was fitted to a sequence of constant-acceleration parabolas.
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We might wonder why the acceleration changes so much. A plausible explanation would
relate the negative acceleration to the passage of the CME through the high-density cloud.
But the timing doesn’t match: The negative acceleration occurs between 3815 and 3715
minutes before shock arrival, while the dense cloud is crossed between 3600 and 3300
minutes.
If I stick faithful to my method and to the data, I can do little to fix the discrepancy. But I
ventured the following exercise: Changing some density data, one can change the HT
diagram (a higher density implies that the observed frequency must have been generated at
a greater height). So I modified the densities until I obtained a new HT plot [fig. 25],
featuring a negative acceleration between 3600 and 3300 minutes, and positive acceleration
elsewhere.
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Figure 25: Revised Height-Time plot for the 2000-02-08 event. The interval where the
acceleration is negative has now been shifted to the time of the dense-cloud crossing.
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The modified densities turn out to be not so crazy after all: they just show that the dense
cloud was much denser when the shock wave crossed it than when it arrived and was
measured near the Earth [fig. 26]. The densities measured at 1 A.U. reach some peaks near
30 cm-3 , but the modified densities (supposedly found along the way by the shock wave)
get as high as 50 cm-3 .
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Figure 26: Revised Near-Earth densities for the 2000-02-08 event. The densities found by the
shock wave (dotted line) between t=1500 and t=2000 are now higher than those detected at
Earth. The higher densities push the HT diagram upwards, bringing the negative acceleration
into the same time interval as the dense cloud.

I believe this is a better scenario. It would mean that density fluctuations do not conserve
their fractional height as they move outward from the Sun. That sounds logical because,
due to the higher pressure inside the cloud, there must be diffusion. But this means that the
previously studied events may need a thorough revision.
The new speeds are plotted in fig. 27 and 28.
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Figure 27: Revised speeds for 2000-02-08 event, plotted against time.
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Figure 28: Revised speeds for 2000-02-08 event, plotted against height.
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1000

November 6, 1998
This is one of several events which I chose, not because they were advertised as Sun-toEarth events, but simply because I could find a Culgoora spectrum [fig. 1] and a
Wind/WAVES spectrum [fig. 29].

Figure 29: RAD-2 spectrum for the first hour of November 7, 1998. The event started during
the last hour of November 6. The fundamental emission is below 10 MHz, and the harmonic is
located against the upper border. Note that both emissions have a double-frequency structure.

There is no long Type II spectrum reaching out to Earth. The only WAVES spectrum is
from the RAD-2 receiver, above 5 MHz. Subsequently the shock dies out or becomes
invisible. Thus I assume this to be a blast wave, not driven by a CME.
The nearest possibly associated flare began at 22:27, peaked at 22:30 and ended at 22:32;
but the Culgoora spectrum starts much later, at 23:39. Note that this flare is very short; it
was also not very strong. Its location was 16°N, 35°W.
The previous flare was stronger. It came from the same active region (15°N, 37°W), began
at 22:05, had its maximum at 22:09 and ended at 22:11. The delay of 1,5 hours between the
flare and the Type II makes the identification dubious.
Both spectra show a very clear FH structure; on the Culgoora spectrum, the harmonic
emission is better visible than the fundamental (due to different calibrations of the
receivers), so I have measured the harmonic. On the RAD-2 spectrum the frequencies are
so high that the harmonic is partially (at the beginning) outside the frequency range of the
instrument; only the fundamental band is complete, so I measured this one.
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Another interesting feature of the spectra is that each emission band is split up in two main
components (a careful examination of the WAVES spectrum shows a further splitting of
each component, mainly of the lower one which is triple, but the distinction is not very
clear). In the Culgoora harmonic, the upper band is stronger and broader than the lower
band. In the Culgoora and in the WAVES fundamental, the two bands are similar. In the
WAVES harmonic the two bands can not be clearly seen nor compared. A possible
explanation of such double bands is that they are emitted from the upstream and
downstream sides of the shock wave.
In order to construct a trustworthy HT diagram, I must know the plasma density at 1 A.U.
which corresponds to the emission time. As there is no shock-at-Earth, the only way to find
the wind arrival time is integrating the height-dependent wind speed. Exploring data on the
wind speed at 1 A.U. for several days after November 6, I found values around 360 km/s.
With these I found a transit time of about six days, starting from 3 or 4 solar radii (the
height reached by the shock wave assuming some reasonable density). That would indicate
an arrival during the first hours of November 13. On that day the same speed value is valid.
From November 12 to 14 the TNR shows a high local plasma frequency, about 40 kHz,
indicating a density (at 1 A.U.) of about 20 cm-3 . So I assume that this density value
describes the conditions in the corona at the time of the burst. But I do not know the typical
signature that such a blast wave impresses on the density profile; the small irregularities in
the spectrum are also insufficient to be identified with certain irregularities in the density
detected at Earth. Thus the wind arrival time is not accurate, and the density value cannot
be pinned down with precision. Nothing can be said (at present) about any density variation
during the burst, so I use a constant value of 20.
Just in the middle of the high-density plateau, from Nov. 13 at 5:00 to Nov. 14 at 4:00, the
density oscillates violently. This may be due to a shock arrival (maybe from the weak Type
II seen on the TNR between Nov. 10 at 18:00 and Nov. 11 at 10:00 ?). But strangely the
density doesn’t seem to increase but rather to decrease; during some brief pauses the
density regains its “normal” value (20 cm-3 ) prevailing before and after the noise storm.
Could this be related to the arrival of the solar wind which has been influenced by the
November 6 shock? But it seems strange to me that such a small blast wave would give so
much noise six days later.

Specific results:
Considering the low-frequency component to be generated at 20 electrons/cm3 , I find:
The Culgoora spectrum was generated at R=2, with a decreasing speed, and the RAD-2
spectrum at R=4, with a constant speed [Fig. 30]. A point-to-point speed calculation of the
Culgoora data reveals a constant deceleration, from 850 km/s to 300 km/s in 5 minutes. For
the WAVES data this method gives very scattered results [fig. 31 and 32], but the HT plot
can be fitted to a straight line; its slope is 408 km/s.
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Figure 30: Height-time diagram for the 1998-11-06 blast wave. The first, lower set of points is
from the Culgoora spectrum [fig. 1], and shows four rows (I have stretched the graph to make
them distinguishable): the two shorter ones from the fundamental emission, and the two longer
ones from the harmonic; the curves are parabolic fits. The group of points after 50 minutes
comes from the fundamental emission detected by Wind/WAVES/RAD-2.
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The double frequency values in the Type II burst are probably due to emissions in different
density regions (possibly the front and the back of the shock wave). Assuming the height
difference (of those two regions) is negligible, one can compute the density ratio between
them. I obtain mean values of 1,26 for the Culgoora spectrum and 1,47 for the RAD-2 data.
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Figure 31: Speed-height profile for the 1998-11-06 blast wave. The speeds have been
computed using the constant-acceleration and constant-speed curve fits shown in fig. 30.
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Figure 32: Speed evolution of the 1998-11-06 blast wave. The speeds have been computed
from parabolic and linear curve fits applied to the HT diagram.
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November 3, 1997
On this day the GOES satellites detected an x-ray flare from the Sun, starting at 4:32,
peaking at 4:38 and ending at 4:49. It was associated with a flare located at 20°S, 13°W.
At the same time of the x-ray peak, a Type II burst became visible on the Culgoora
spectrograph, until 4:49; a nice FH pair. The harmonic emission started at 230 MHz and
disappeared at 75 MHz. At 5:20 the RAD-2 detector on the Wind satellite detected the
wave at 11,5 MHz and followed it for 45 minutes, until it disappeared at 5 MHz. The shock
wave was never seen again. It must have been a blast wave.
What was the density scale at the time of this emission? Some six days later the mean wind
speed (at 1 A.U.) was 375 km/s, and integrating this over the distance gives a transit time of
just 6 days. It must be noted that on November 4 there was a CME-event producing a shock
at Earth on November 6, causing the wind speed at Earth to jump from 340 to 460; this may
complicate the normal wind behavior; but I assume that the wind from the November 3
event arrived during the first hours of November 9.
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Figure 33: Height-time diagram for the 1997-11-03 blast wave. The first, lower set of points is
from the Culgoora spectrum, and shows two rows: the lower one from the fundamental
emission, and the upper one from the harmonic. The second group of points, after 40 minutes,
come from the fundamental emission measured by Wind/WAVES/RAD2.
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The TNR spectrum of those days is quite erratic; but from November 8 at 20:00 to
November 9 at 10:00 it stabilizes around 26,5 kHz, and some hours later it jumps to a
steady 32 kHz. I take 27 kHz as a reasonable value, giving an ambient density of 9 cm-3 .
More accuracy cannot be attained at present. With this value (assumed constant) I proceed
to compute the heights of the emitting regions [Fig. 33]. The Culgoora emission originated
between 1,4 and 1,8 solar radii; the emission detected by RAD-2 was produced between 2,5
and 3,6 solar radii.
The speed of the Culgoora data decreases linearly from 1000 km/s to 150 km/s in 5 minutes
[Fig. 34 and 35], and then more slowly to about 110 km/s in another 3 minutes. The RAD-2
data show an almost constant speed of 300 km/s, and at the end a deceleration to 200 km/s.
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Figure 34: Speed-height profile for the 1997-11-03 blast wave.
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Figure 35: Speed evolution of the 1997-11-03 blast wave.
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6. Discussion
The fastest CME-driven shock waves, when they approach Earth, are seen in the harmonic
mode, at the double of the plasma frequency. Possibly it has to do with shock speed: slower
shocks show both emission bands.
Fast CME-driven shock waves have negative acceleration, while the acceleration of slow
shock waves is positive. This corroborates an earlier result by Gopalswamy et al. [2000].
They looked at the CMEs, not at the corresponding shock waves. They assumed constant
acceleration, because they lacked intermediate data; but now we see an initial positive
acceleration, then an almost constant speed, and later negative acceleration, first big and
then smaller.
The results confirm the classification of Type II shocks as blast waves or driven waves. The
kinematics are very different. The piston-driven waves appear first with a positive
acceleration; but blast waves, when they are first seen, have a strong negative acceleration.
Moreover, all the CME-driven shock waves could be traced back to a solar flare; but one of
the two blast waves seems not to be flare-associated. The two blast waves are remarkably
similar.
Watch those small variations in the Type II drift speed! The density fluctuations observed
at 1 A.U. are sometimes a good copy of the fluctuations encountered by the shock waves.
They are somewhat distorted, but can be recognized. They travel outward at the speed of
the solar wind. It seems that the fractional height of density fluctuations decreases as they
move away from the Sun, probably because their excess pressure causes a spatial
expansion.
My method of analyzing Type II bursts is often difficult to apply, when too much
interference is present due to wind speed variations, several consecutive shock waves
which may even interact [Gopalswamy et al., 2001]. The event studied by them will be
interesting to analyze with this method and in the light of the present results.

Summary of conclusions:
Density:
•
•
•
•
•

The heliospheric free-electron density scale is time-dependent.
Density fluctuations propagate outward from the Sun.
The (fractional) amplitude of such fluctuations decreases.
In some instances it is possible to identify density fluctuations observed in situ with
frequency fluctuations observed on a Type II burst.
Such identifications are useful for inferring the height of the emitting region.
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CME-driven shock waves:
•
•
•
•
•

They have an initial positive acceleration (when they are first seen).
Fast waves undergo negative acceleration.
An additional negative acceleration is caused by high-density clouds.
Slow waves experience positive acceleration.
They are flare-associated.

Blast waves:
•
•
•
•

They have initially a strong negative acceleration, between 1,5 and 2 solar radii.
Then they get smaller accelerations, first positive and then negative.
The two measured events are remarkably similar.
They are not necessarily associated with flares.

Harmonics:
•
•

Fast waves, when they arrive, are seen in harmonic mode.
Slower waves, when they arrive, may emit in fundamental or in harmonic mode.

Further research:
Some of the presented results must still be corrected and completed, in accordance with the
last findings. Most HT diagrams have still to be fitted with simple mathematical models,
possibly with a few parabolas.
More events must be measured using the same techniques; for example Gopalswamy’s
“CME cannibalism” event of June 10, 2000, or the famous “Bastille Day Event” of July 14
of that same year. This analysis method is slow, and not suitable for measuring hundreds of
events; but with a few more events some modest statistics may be made, on kinematics and,
for example, on flare association.
My present results are very qualitative. More quantitative results must be extracted.
Quantitative comparisons must be made between various events, and between my and other
researcher’s results.
A quantitative correlation study between density and intensity will be very interesting.
Also, an investigation on the origin and evolution of those dense clouds; what is their
relation to CMEs?
The relative strength of the harmonic modes is a big question. What has it to do with shock
wave speed? On the local plasma noise you find not only multiple harmonics up to five, but
also retarded harmonics! What on Earth does that mean?
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